
 THE GEOGRAPHY OF PAUL’S APOSTOLIC JOURNEY 
21 Curve Street, West Newton, MA 02465 
Telephone: (617) 332-5870 
Visit us online at: www.myrtlebaptist.org  
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/myrtlebaptist 
Follow us on Twitter: @myrtlebaptist 
       

 
ADULT SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS 
9:30am at Myrtle Baptist Church 
 
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP ENCOUNTER SERMONIC MOMENT 
10:45am at Myrtle Baptist Church  
 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT BIBLE STUDY 
8:00pm on Facebook Live and Conference Call 
Please subscribe to the Myrtle Baptist Church page to find the video or call in to (641) 715
-3680, passcode 458869 to listen to the broadcast.  
 

The following articles will be available electronically and in hard copy (by 
request) in the church’s administrative office.  
 
From Marchal, Joseph. Studying Paul’s Letters: Contemporary Perspectives and 
Methods. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2012. 
• Chapter 1 - “Historical Approaches: Whose Past? Whose Present?” by  
 Melanie Johnson-Debaufre 
• Chapter 7 - “Jewish Perspectives: A Jewish Apostle to the Gentiles” by  
 Pamela Eisenbaum 
• Chapter 8 - “African American Approaches: Rehumanizing the Reader 

 against Racism and Reading through Experience” by Demetrius  
 Williams 
• Chapter 10 - “Postcolonial Approaches: Negotiating Empires, Then and Now”  
 By Jeremy Punt 
  
The following books and resources are accessible and carefully selecte. 
They are widely available through major book distributors and some local 
libraries for interested individuals. 
 

• Brondos, David. Paul on the Cross: Reconstructing the Apostle’s Story of 
Redemption.Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2006. 

• Marchal, Joseph. Studying Paul’s Letters: Contemporary Perspectives and Methods. 
Minneapolis: Fortress 

• Press, 2012. 

• Nanos, Mark.The Irony of Galatians: Paul’s Letter in First-century Context. 
Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2002. 

• Sanders, E.P. Paul: The Apostle’s Life, Letters, and Thought. Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 2015. 

• Stendahl, Krister. Paul Among Jews and Gentiles, and Other Essays. 
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976.  

 

Myrtle Baptist Church 

Opportunities for Participation in This Series 

Recommended Resources for Additional Study 

http://www.myrtlebaptist.com


THE QUOTES & THOUGHTS OF THE APOSTLE PAUL 
The Fall/Winter Sermon and Teaching Series 

 
This sermon series will interrogate and interpret some of the more popular statements of Apostle 

Paul within the contexts and cultures of their origins.  
 

HOMILETICAL FOCUS PLAN 
SEPTEMBER 2018 
September 16, 2018 - Galatians 2:11-15 

This sermon will focus on the transition of leadership from Peter to Paul. Followers of Jesus 
Christ are not marked by superficial displays of religiosity; rather, they are marked by sharing 
the authentic faith of Jesus Christ and acting consistently with His virtues, morals, principles, 
and ethical claims. 

 

September 23, 2018 - Galatians 3 
 

September 30, 2018 - 1 Corinthians 13:4 
This sermon will attempt to challenge the commercial idea of love as a cheap emotional feeling. 
Instead, we will examine love as an intentional behavior, and day-to-day commitment to being 
in community with another being who has equal standing with God. 

 

OCTOBER 2018 
October 7, 2018 - 1 Thessalonians 5:11 

The practice of encouraging one another isn’t a single action but an ongoing process of design, 
building upon the foundation of Christian community. Peace and security are not built by the 
empires of this world with armed forces but through the encouraging and building up of one 
another.  
 

October 14, 2018 - Philippians 4:19 
This sermon will investigate and interrogate one of the more popular statements of Paul, which 
is often used in popular Christianity out of context. Paul says that God will provide all of our 
needs, but many fail to realize that Paul says this statement as a culmination to a full 
paragraph where he compares God’s faithfulness in using the Philippians to meet his financial 
needs in jail. The Philippians provide the financing for Paul’s need and now he tells them that in 
return that God would meet their need. This sermon will interrogate the following questions: 
1. Since the Philippians gave an acceptable sacrifice, is Paul introducing us to a sort of divine 
quid pro quo? If not then what are we to learn from this statement within its context? 
2. Is God’s supplying of our needs connected to our willingness to meet someone else’s need? 
3. What is the role of contentment in God’s meeting of one’s needs? 
4. Additionally, Paul says: Nevertheless, you have done well to share with my affliction. What is 
the role of sharing and what does sharing really mean? 

 

October 21, 2018 - Church Anniversary 
 

October 28, 2018 - 2 Corinthians 9:6 
This sermon will examine Paul’s usage of the metaphor of farming and will ask: Is Paul just 
writing about giving money and finances or is he describing something deeper about the 
lifestyle of a believer? When you are stingy you limit your harvest by what you sow. 

 

NOVEMBER 2018 
November 4, 2018 - 1 Timothy 6:10 

This sermon will argue that loving money motivates or produces evils and those who are 
determined to be rich fall victim to evil temptations of selfishness and greed. 

 

November 11, 2018 - Philippians 4:6 
This sermon will argue that this passage should not be read or interpreted as a simple formula 
to fix anxiety issue, “If you’re anxious, try prayer; it works.” Rather, it could mean that, instead 
of worrying, we are to change our outlook and approach to understanding of burdens. As 
Christians we are to acknowledge [our anxiety], then seek out help to process it. This means 
that we do not  suffer alone, but we have a caregiver in whom we can not only find respite but 
to whom we can also plead in our despair with the assurance that God’s will will be done! 

 

November 18, 2018 - Ephesians 3:14-21 
This sermon will examine the Pauline author’s use of the metaphor of dimensional 
measurement to consider the ways in which we know God’s all-surpassing love, and therefore 
participate in the activity of God in the world, through the community of believers. 

 

November 25, 2018 - Ephesians 1 
This sermon will unpack the fact that God desires to be in relationship with us as the One who 
created us, rescued us, and keeps us. Even when others disown us, God provides a place to 
belong. This thought sends the Pauline author into a praise break! 

 

DECEMBER 2018 
December 2, 2018 - Romans 5:6-8 

Unlike our human experiences with love which are often conditional love (love as a reward for 
achievements), the love of God is unconditional. Paul says, God demonstrated his love while we 
were missing the mark. No matter how guilty, no the tenure of our error, no matter the 
frequency of our transgressions, God’s attitude towards us is unchanging; God loves us without 
conditions.  

JUDAISM cont’d -  
1. Pharisees, who believed in resurrection and an oral Torah which included the 

traditions of the elders 
2. Sadducees, who controlled the Temple and a function of which was to collect taxes 

for the Roman government. The Sadducees aligned with the Roman Empire. 
3. Essenes, who were a separatist group that re-located to Qumran around the Dead 

Sea. 
4. Zealots, who were committed to revolution and restoring the Kingdom of Israel 

 
CHURCH (ekklesia) - In the context of our series churches were not buildings or large 
communities but smaller units of 60 or fewer persons. This term also refers to a Greek 
political forum that Paul used to refer to the community of his followers. One could 
interpret them as outposts for the Kingdom of God, assemblies of resistance and movement. 
Often the metaphor of body is used to refer to the collective identity of the members of this 
institution. 
 
GALATIA - A Roman province to whom Paul wrote a letter around 53 CE (Common Era). 
The letter is not addressed to an urban Christian community, as the other letters of Paul, 
but to the communities of Galatia as a collective. That means that Paul was not active in the 
cities of the Galatian koinon but traveled preaching (Gal 4:13–14) through the rural parts of 
the country on his way to the Troad, later to Ephesus (Acts 16:1–5, 18:22–23, 19:1).* 
 
CORINTH - A city in the Roman province of Macedonia. Paul was active in Corinth in the 
mid-first century c.e. and wrote a series of letters to Corinth. Scholarship on Christianity in 
Corinth has generally looked to archaeological evidence to elucidate some aspect of the 
Pauline correspondence. For example, it has been argued that the dining facilities in the 
Asklepieion or at the Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore provide the context within which to 
interpret Paul’s mention of Corinthians dining in pagan temples (1 Cor 8:10).* 
 
ROME - The capital of the Roman Empire. For uncertain reasons, Emperor Tiberius 
expelled thousands of Jews in 19 c.e. but without long-term consequence. Emperor Claudius 
again punished the Jews of Rome for some disturbance in 49, “Chrestus being the 
instigator” (Suetonius, Claud.25.4). Whether or not Chrestus was Christ (i.e., the influence of 
Christianity) or simply a freedman bearing that admittedly common name remains a matter 
of perpetual, and perpetually sterile, debate.The history of earliest Christianity in Rome is 
almost completely obscure. From Paul’s letter to the Romans, written around 56 c.e., it seems 
that the city’s nascent church consisted of both Gentiles and observant Jews who had accepted 
Jesus as Messiah. However, the letter must be understood in light of Claudius’s expulsion order, 
which may have been recently reversed by Nero. The return of Jews to the church may have 
exacerbated their differences with the Gentile congregation. Whatever the nature of this 
conflict, Claudius’s directive (ca. 49), Paul’s arrival in Rome (ca. 60), and Nero’s condemnation 
of Christians (64) may all have had their root causes in it.* 
 
THESSALONICA - In the mid-second century BCE, Thessalonica became the capital of the 
newly formed Roman province of Macedonia and rapidly developed into a cosmopolitan, 
polyglot, commercial city. The Roman orator Cicero spent part of his exile there; in 42 bce, 
Antony and Octavian erected a triumphal arch to celebrate their victory over Brutus and 
Cassius. The Apostle Paul visited Thessalonica twice in the mid-first century, as attested in 
Acts and Letters to the Thessalonians in the New Testament; an inscription mentions a 
synagogue.** 
 
EPHESUS - A leading city of Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey) that received special status 
from the Roman Emperor called a neokorate. Acts records a city-wide uproar around Paul’s 
visit to this city. A New Testament letter to this city was penned in Paul’s name. The letter has 
a number of stylistic differences from Paul’s other letters that lead scholars to believe that it 
was written by another, potentially one of Paul’s student. 
 
PHILIPPI - A city in northeastern Greece named after Philip II of Macedon. It was refounded 
by Mark Antony as a Roman colony for veterans of the victorious army (41 BCE), 
augmented by further settlements in 31 BCE and governed as a Roman provincial 
municipality. The mixed population included Jews (Acts 16:13). Converts were made by 
Paul, who paid several visits to the city and wrote his affectionate letter (54 CE). In about 
125 CE a letter of Polycarp of Smyrna was written to the Church and is extant.* 
 
SIN - Means missing the mark. For this series of sermons we will not focus necessarily on 
defining sin with the help of church theological history or theologians. Perhaps the image of 
archery is most helpful, because one of the literal meanings of the Greek word for sin 
(hamartia) means to miss the mark. We will examine and define sin by answering the 
following question: What is the mark? What does it mean to miss the mark?   
 
 
* Indicates the modified use of  Oxford Encyclopedia of Bible and Archaeology. 
**Indicates the modified use of Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece and Rome. 

December 9, 2018 - Romans 6:23 
This sermon will serve as an initial conversation about how we will interpret sin at Myrtle. Not 
all sin language should be disregarded; however, it has to be redefined for a church like Myrtle 
because we believe in theologies that challenge the traditional Christian opinions about certain 
matters. For this reason, we and many other liberal churches, avoid sin talk. This sermon 
hopefully will begin a healthy conversation about sin and its consequences.   

 

December 16, 2018 - Christmas Cantata 
 

December 23, 2018 - Romans 10:13 
This sermon will directly confront the questions: 1) Does everyone in this text actually means 
everyone?, 2) What does it mean to call on the name of the lord?, 3) Does this understanding of 
calling change the tradition notions that there is a liturgical process that one must follow to be 
saved?, 4) Why does the text draw emphasis on the “name of the Lord”, and 5) What does Paul 
mean when he uses the term “saved”? 

 

December 30, 2018 - 2 Corinthians 5:17 
This sermon will teach on the following aspects of Paul’s statement: What does it mean to be in 
Christ? What does it mean to be a New Creature? What does it mean for a person’s “old” to pass 
away in order for the new to come? 
 

JANUARY 2019 
January 6, 2019 - Galatians 6:8-9 

This sermon will examine the seemingly contradictory statements of Paul’s admonition to the 
Galatian Christians: we are judged by our work, yet saved solely by God’s grace. Further, it will 
interrogate the eschatological reality Paul points to through the metaphor of sowing and 
reaping and how this admonition might guide our urgent resolution for a new year. 

 

January 13, 2019 - Romans 3:23 
This sermon will attempt to so contextualize this statement that it would become superfluous to 
simply use it as a crutch or as a form of justification for a person’s transgressions. 
 

January 20, 2019 - The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Worship Service 
 

January 27, 2019 - Romans 12:1-2 
This pastoral sermon will be structured to prepare the congregation for the 2019 consecration 
and fasting week. We will examine the following questions: 1. What does it mean to offer 
yourself as a living sacrifice? 2. As a liberal church, how do we interpret Paul’s instruction to 
“not conform to the world”? 3. How did Paul define world and how are we to apply that 
interpretation to our Myrtle context? 4. What does it mean to be transformed by the renewing 
of your mind. 

 

FEBRUARY 2019 
February 3, 2019 - Romans 11:29 

This passage has often been used to justify the validity of a person’s calling who has 
transgressed in some way. Is this what this text means in its original context? Or can we 
correctly interpret Romans 11:29 to refer to God Who has never repented or changed His mind 
about the promises that He made to us? Does Romans 11:29 refers to God repenting and not 
man? If so, then this text is more about the grace of a loving father than it is about the arrogant 
ability of one to operate in their gifts without the necessity of accountability. 

 

February 10, 2019 - Philippians 4:13 
This sermon will attempt to unpack what it means to do things through Christ. While this 
statement sounds good when recited, doing that which requires strength mean that it isn’t easy. 
Therefore, it is imperative to understand what “through Christ” means if we as Christian want 
to succeed despite difficulty. 

 

February 17, 2019 - Black History Service 
 

February 24, 2019 - 2 Corinthians 4:7 
This sermon will examine what it means to be an earthen vessel with a treasure. It will also 
interrogate what the treasure is and where it comes from. 
 
 
 

KEY TERMS AND PHRASES 
 

PAUL- A first-century apostle who as a Jewish prophet believed that Jesus was the Messiah 
(Christ) that was sent to extend God’s covenant with Israel to the ethne/ἔ θνἔ  (nations, 
Gentiles)! He is most renowned through his letters in the New Testament and depiction in 
the Acts of the Apostles.  
 
JEW - In antiquity, this term represents a number of often overlapping and sometimes 
mutually exclusive identities. Its semantic range includes a person from Judaea; a person 
with parents from Judaea; or a person who has converted to worshipping Yahweh of the 
Hebrew Scriptures and whose temple was Jerusalem.  
 
JUDAISM - In antiquity, this term describes a set of practices that include keeping of the 
Torah (Law that corresponds to the first five books of the Christian Bible), which includes 
Sabbath observance, dietary regulations, and circumcision. In many circles, it also included 
an expectation for the Messiah. It was composed of several factions. The most prominent of 
them according to first-century historian Josephus are: 


